CHAPTER    I 8
FLY,  FLY,  FLY AGAIN
I sat in a room of a British Legation in a foreign capital, one
September day, and told the man I was with, Tve just heard on
the radio that Chamberlain is flying to Berchtesgaden to-
morrow to see Hitler.'
'WHAT?' he said.
That was what everybody said then. It was a new idea, for a
British Prime Minister to fly to that Bavarian mountain retreat. It
set a fashion. Everybody's doing it now.
Personally I have nothing against it. Lord Baldwin's subsequent
effort in the House of Lords — *When people talk as if there were
something unclean in having face-to-face discussions with a dic-
tator I wonder if they realize that one of the greatest difficulties
throughout the last five years has been to get into contact with the
dictators5 — was just one of those phrases by means of which the
dear old British public is continually thrown off the trail I have
no objection, and I do not believe any Englishman objects, if
British Prime Ministers visit dictators every week-end, if more or
less strong men, though they come from the ends of the earth,
stand face to face every day. But what they do when they meet —
that is a very different matter* I would give Mr* Chamberlain
the fullest marks for the flight, But the outcome of it? That is the
point at issue, and don't let yourself be bluffed*
Now my acquaintance in that British Legation said, 'WHAT?
'Yes/ I answered, 'just that/
1 must tell the Minister/ he said hurriedly. He lifted the
receiver, touched a button, repeated the news — and a noise like
a Mills bomb bursting far away rang through the room*
It was the Minister, at the other end of the telephone, saying,
'WHAT?*
As I write, the list of Herr Hitler's most important visitors since
that day, when the fashion was set, is: the British Prime Minister
14*

